FOLDING ARM AWNING SYSTEM

FENG

COLOUR RANGE

FEATURES
- Retractable folding arm arm awning
- Completely enclosed round cassette
- Suitable for wall or ceiling installations
- Inclination between 3° and 45°
- URBAN Arms with DATSystem
- Available with integrated LED arms

WhiteLED cassette
Ivory
- Available with integrated
- Dynamic dimmable lighting
- Motorised solution
- Durable stainless-steel screws and pins
- Patented and seamless design
- Completely concealed fasteners
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COLOUR RANGE

Metalized
Grey
Graphite
Graphite
White
Ivory

Metalized
Grey
Graphite

LED INTEGRATION
FENG is a complete LED awning solution that is configurable in three optional
variations; LED integrated cassette, LED integrated awning arms or a
combination of both.
The integrated LED strips are vividly bright and feature dimming control to create
perfect ambience in any environment.

DAT SYSTEM 						
The Dynamic Arm Torsion system is specifically designed to prevent fabric
damage and sagging by maintaining constant tension. The DAT system utilises
an eight-link stainless steel chain to provide the awning with increased
strength and durability, ensuring perfect mechanical performance all
year round.
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FENG W/ LED ARM

SYSTEM CAPACITY
Max width: 7m (14m joined)
Max projection: 3.65m
Wind Resistance: Class 2,
EN 13561 (600 cm x 365 cm)

FENG URBAN ARM

AUTOMATE MOTORISATION
Easily control your motorised Feng with a remote or
smart device using the Automate App & Pulse 2 hub.
Control awnings from anywhere in the world, set scenes
and timers for automatic control and always know what
your awnings are doing thanks to ARC bi-directional live

Independently tested and approved by

feedback. The Pulse 2 also integrates with smart voiceassistants such as Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa and
now Apple HomeKit with Siri.

